LANCE – Rings and Pig Sticking
Washers used as counterweight, threaded onto wood dowel
Large washer has large hole, use a smaller washer inside to stabilize

Attach nail first, then put washers & ball on dowel and test weight before gluing.
Drill holes for dowel and nail the same size as dowel/nail for a tight
fit. Put glue into holes, then on dowel/nail, hammer into place.

Hardwood dowel approx. .75 in. dia.
1.25 in. dia. wood closet rod, painted with enamel paint

Drill hole for nail,
approx. 50% of
nail length

6-8 in.

8-10 ft.
Drill holes for dowel (.75 in hole)

5 ft. mark
from tip of
lance

Large nail, head
cut off and ground
to point

Use liquid nails or a good wood glue for
dowel. Use liquid nails or epoxy for nail

Metal cuff
from rake
handle

Wood fence post top
Large metal washers are from industrial tool supply store.

MACE
Choose a good
quality foam that
will last

Secure foam with glue then cover
with tape or leather. Do not use
nails, staples, or tacks.

Lanyard optional, check
kingdom rules for use
Rattan or wood

Seal, paint, or cover
with tape or leather
as desired

Foam comes
past edge of
handle, no
hard edges
on tip
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Fence post cap

Hardwood dowel 48” long,
.75 to 1” dia

Wood donut attaches horizontal
wood dowel to chair leg
3/8” dowel inserted into drilled holes
in donut and chair leg, glued in place
Metal cotterpin attached to ring placed
into hole in wood dowel. Stays in place
with spring of clip. Adjust to easily slip
out when ring is lanced
Use pliers to bend cotterpin
onto ring and widen arms

Holes drilled for dowel,
adjustable height
Metal rings 1 to 6 “
inside dia.
Pole is 4X4 or 3X3, 8 ft tall,
hollow in the middle to make
it lighter. Can glue two 2X4s
together. If using 1X4s, add
wood inside at top to support
dowel rods and bottom to
lower center of gravity
If constructing with screws,
sink screws by pre-drilling
holes, put in screws, hammer
in dowels. Looks like peg
joints.*

Donuts created
on band saw
with circle
attachment,
approx. 4” dia.
Hollow space to
decrease weight

Flatten one edge of donut
slightly for good contact
with chair leg

1X4 cross for base, “rabbit” feet
so they interlock tightly, attach
to collar with screws*

Pole is removable from
base, pull straight up
2X6s 12” high, joined
together to form
collar, should fit pole
snuggly. Attach to
feet. Collar “rabbited”
to fit tightly to feet.

Center hole dia 1/16”
bigger than dowel. Oil
finish will create a waxed
effect, reduces swing and
slide

4” chair legs make attractive
holder for rings.
Pre-drilled hole in chair leg for cotterpin
clip, 1/4 or 3/8” diameter
*Can be assembled with pegs instead of screws

Holes can be drilled in feet to take
stakes (recommended)

Seal all wood with oil, polyurethane, or paint

Based on an illustration from de Pluvinel's book Le Maniege Royal,
(1626), page 127.
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Connect the 2x4s with a bolt here, loosen to
open/close angle to adjust height and fold flat for
transport

Throwing Javelin & Target
Large nail, head cut off
and ground to point

Wood Rake Handle

6-8 in.
Pre-drilled hole half the
length of sharpened nail

Use epoxy or “Liquid Nails” to
secure nail and metal cuff

Metal cuff from
rake handle
Wood dowel
Paper target,
homemade or archery
target

Alternate
version of
target
stand

Bale of straw
Stake legs for better
stability

Rope tied
to legs
helps to
keep bale
in place

Center of target should be
about elbow height for
average rider while
mounted on average
horse

Place eye bolt in leg near
ground on inside of leg.
Drive stake through eye
bolt to secure to ground.
Tent stakes with a hook on
top are effective.

Cross brace bolted to legs provides
a shelf to support hay
Miter bottom of legs for
better stability
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